COVID-19 CODE ALERT RAPID
DEPLOYMENT NURSE CALL BUNDLE

ALTERNATE CARE SITES
and FIELD HOSPITALS
Wireless Monitoring Solution
CHALLENGE
One of the complications related to the 2020 COVID-19
pandemic is the unprecedented surge of patients
seeking care at hospital systems and medical facilities.
In response to this rapid increase, States and
municipalities are establishing alternate care sites (ACS)
and field hospitals to help facilitate care to patients and
alleviate the burden on over-capacitated hospitals and
medical facilities.

With the rapid deployment of these temporary,
nontraditional medical treatment areas comes the loss
of a fully structured, functional, and wired healthcare
infrastructure. These facilities aren’t being set up with
expert installation or wired systems in place that the
traditional nurse call systems require.

OUR SOLUTION
RFT’s Quick Response® Wireless Nurse Call Solution with enhanced CODE ALERT® software offers wireless call
pendants that enable patients to summon help with the press of a button. The pendant can be worn around the
neck or strapped to the wrist. When activated, care staff are alerted to the patient’s location, thereby improving staff
efficiency. The Quick Response® Wireless Nurse Call Solution gives patients peace of mind that they are able to call
for help with the push of a button or the pull of a cord.
Easy-to-use software enhances staff efficiency and person-centered care. Our scalable solutions offer alternate
care sites a cost-effective way to implement a wireless call solution. Systems are customizable to meet your needs
and provide flexible alerting options and escalation paths to improve staff response times in these non-traditional
environments.

WIRELESS CALL PENDANT KIT
20 Pendants and 5 Clearing Cards

WIRELESS PULL CORD STATION KIT
10 Pull Cord Stations

NURSE CALL STATION KIT
20 Jacks with 10 ft Call Cords

PAGING OPTION
NURSE CALL STARTER KIT

Easy-to-use software is accessible through a
touchscreen monitor

Pager Base and Five (5) Pagers
and five (5) Body Gloves

COVID-19 CODE ALERT RAPID DEPLOYMENT
NURSE CALL BUNDLE - Limited Time Offer* To
support the need to set up temporary hospitals and
patient care areas due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
we have developed special limited-time packages that
enables facilities to quickly self-deploy the CODE ALERT
Wireless Call System. This bundle can be catered to
meet your facilities’ needs.
SOLUTION COMPONENTS

FLAWLESS DEPLOYMENT PROCESS

Wireless Call Pendant
Worn as a necklace or on a belt clip; light blinks to show
that a call has been received; water-resistant for safety in
the shower. The pendant can be worn around the neck,
strapped to the wrist or hooked on clothing.

How It Works

Notification Station (Control Station)
Easy-to-use software is accessible through a
touch-screen monitor.
Paging System
Instant alarm notification to mobile staff via pagers.
Nurse Call Station
Stationary nurse call devices for patient bedside and
restrooms; LED confirms a call was placed.
Repeaters & Network Coordinator
Wireless calls (signals) are sent through Repeaters, to
the Network Coordinator, to the Central Server.

CODE ALERT platform provides end-to-end capabilities
to meet facilities’ needs. Patients can call for nurse
assistance at the bedside using either pendants or call
stations. When help is needed, alarms are sent directly to staff at the workstation and pagers with alarm
information to assist staff to respond quickly. Staff can
reset the alarm from the pendant or call station where it
originated. CODE ALERT’s reporting tool lets staff see
specific events or a patient’s call history. Reports show
call volumes, response times and more.
Deployment
In order to meet the needs of this crisis, we have designed a simplified and remote implementation process
that enables healthcare facilities to be fully operational
on an accelerated schedule. CODE ALERT Wireless
Emergency Call Solution is packaged and pre-programmed to arrive on site ready for a simple and quick
self-installation and setup, supported remotely by
RFT’s Professional Technical Services team.
Pre-configuration of the CODE ALERT System and remote support during the
setup process are included in the bundle.
This offering is not UL listed for use in hospitals. Due to the temporary nature in
this crisis, buyer must confirm such standards and requirements are being waived.

CONTACT US - Contact your RFT Sales Professional with any questions, concern or
how to customize your facility at: 800-669-9946.
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